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Audiotech SA

for the following facilities:

Corporate Boardrooms and Auditoriums
Corporate Audio and Video Conference Centres
Training and educational facilities

Remote Support

CONFERENCE SOLUTIONS

CONTROL SYSTEMS

REMOTE SUPPORT

Communicating with colleagues, suppliers and customers is one
of the most crucial elements of business. The advent of video
conferencing has brought a new dynamic to the 'face to face'

Audio visual (AV) can be complicated and if not designed and
installed correctly. If designed and installed correctly AV
systems should be as simple as using the remote control for your

Audiotech provides training for users and for technical personnel
on site. We implement a sustainable maintenance plan including
preventative maintenance to ensure that the technology works

meeting.
No longer do we have to travel to meetings we can connect via
video conferencing and see and hear the people we are meeting
with as though they are in the same room. This standard

TV at home.
Companies like Creston are the leading
manufacturers of remote control systems in the world and
create products to suit any budget and system. Audiotech has a

to the best of its ability. We are able to login to the room and
assist the user to set up their presentation or video conference.
We can login to the room before the conference call is due to

wealth of experience in providing "The Glue" that integrates the
rest of the components to provide a simple to use, functional

begin and turn on the display devises, adjust the lights to the
optimum for video conferencing, turn the audio systems on and

WAN/LAN or Telco connection saves the attendees time, money
and reduces their carbon footprint

and professional audio visual system.. We can also program our
customer's iPad or Android tablet PC to control the AV system

make the video conferencing connection for the customer before
they enter the room. This is an ideal service for customers that
are remote, but require this type of technology to perform their

Audiotech are agents for LifeSize and Polycom video
conferencing systems and are thus well positioned to advise on

CLOUD BASED CONFERENCING

a video conferencing strategy for your company including
endpoints and network management infrastructure.

Cloud-based video conferencing services give organizations the
benefits of video conferencing technology, without the major
investment in hardware, infrastructure, and network that is often
required for larger scale deployments.

daily task.
This type of efficiency and service is what makes Audiotech a
leader in providing audio visual solutions to our customers
irrespective of where they are in the world.

Cloud-based services, such as the managed video experience
(MVE), deliver the value of high-quality video conferencing
meetings without the up-front costs of equipment and staff that is
usually needed to successfully set up and manage video calls.
Cloud-based services make video easily accessible to anyone,
anywhere whether they are using video at a desk top, in a
conference room, or over a mobile device. These services make
video simple for every employee to use, increasing the use of the
technology throughout the organization.
Cloud services transform video and unified communications (UC)
solutions from boardroom tools to a means for a distributed
enterprise (including small to medium sized businesses) to
seamlessly link remote employees and partners. Benefits include:
Lower Investment, Access to expertise, Single Simple VC
Process, Interoperability and managed Security.

Allow Audiotech to assist with designing your conference room or auditorium and test our

Audiotech will assistwith a holistic approach to the design of the correct audio and video solutions

AV integration skills. Contact us on www.audiotech.co.za or + 27 11 568 0390 for more information.

your lodge or hotel may require. Contact us on www.audiotech.co.za or + 27 11 568 0390 for more information.

